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Cherry and Lucic is pleased to present: Half a mile backward in 7 minutes, watching the entrance, an 
installation of new work by Pittsburgh based artist Lydia Rosenberg. An opening reception will be 
held on July 1, 2016, with private viewings by appointment until July 4. 

A weathered white mossy door rises 83” and is 120” in width opening into a space. The space 
behind the door is floored by a single concrete slab measuring 238” long by 156” wide. The slab, 
which is cracked and contains various oil and water stains rises 33” on the three walls of the space. 
Wood slats, which provide a facade of wall for the space, are 1 3/4” wide. Areas of facade are 
painted an off white and are nailed into an unseen support structure. Two of these walls contain 
windows. One wall faces east and is adjacent to the north entrance of the space. The other 
windowed wall faces south and sits adjacent to the east wall. Both walls contain two windows that 
are 36” long by 48” high. All windows are set back 2” into their respective walls and are framed by 
lumber nailed into the slatted facade. Each set of windows are centered on the walls in which they 
sit. The dimension total for each window’s frame is 40” long by 52” high and are comprised of 
pieces of lumber that are 2” wide by .5” in depth. The ceiling is comprised of 2” wood slats which 
are waterlogged and molding; above these rotted slats is a void of space approximately 1’ in 
height.

In the 7 years that the residence was inhabited by artists and writers, the garage was utilized as a 
garage in the quotidian sense only under one circumstance in 2013. On two occasions the garage 
was used as a site for undergraduate performative works. The first instance was in the Winter of 
2009 where a student seated on a wooden platform and wrapped in a ceremonial tapestry, 
repetitively dipped their hand in a bowl of olive oil and slapped themselves until the bowl of oil 
had run out 25 minutes later. The olive oil leftover from the performance was never cleaned up 
and as a result had left thick and hardened black stains on the concrete. The second performance 
occurred in the Spring of 2011. A student had dyed every region of their body hair different 
colors prior to the event, stood nude before a small audience and proceeded to shave all of his 
body hair off with an electric razor. The performance lasted 15 minutes. The hair was swept up, 
collected, separated, and exhibited with video documentation. In the times between these 
highlighted events, the garage was used for storing unwanted possessions emptied of their use 
and value.

To call the entrance gaping would give it too little volition. The bone and muscle constructing 
this mass sits brittle on its foundation, held taught by concrete and bending lumber. A stubborn, 
hateful pressure encourages the structure endure despite the mindful disrepair of multiple 
decades. In this climate, it’s maw is rimmed with hangers on; lichen and grapevines caught hold 
years ago and have continued to bear their weight on a support they are incapable of recognizing 
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as exhausted. Their lack of empathy aside, the vines’ growth has evolved from parasitic to 
symbiotic forfeiture – now enacting the solitary support structure for the derelict remains of the 
previously well-intentioned facility. The notion of disrepair and demolition slipped from mind 
of this structure when its ownership fell into the limbo of auxiliary rented space. In some sense, 
the material care it held for itself dissolved the moment it fell out of use for productive, 
generative functions. Now, as it stands, the worth of its existence seems dictated by its ability to 
prove confidence within in itself, with no relation to the refurbished and up-kept forms of 
economic progress that surround it. 

Two thousand, four hundred ninety-seven and a half miles and a small allowance of eight 
hundred and twenty hours. Yards allow for back passages sparing the traveler sixty-nine and a 
quarter miles, and costing seven-hundred and eighty three hours. The first trip was much shorter, 
totaling three and a half miles and an hour and eleven minutes, not inclusive of rests. The 
increase in size and duration have influenced the rising value of being present in it, and so made 
these considerations into real questions about time versus distance. Seeing it more clearly now 
but now not how it was remembered. Much darker, damper, the presence of light now offered by 
a great vulnerable exposure. At the time it was built, two additional openings were placed along 
the left wall and have now been sealed indefinitely. This condition has placed the main entrance 
as the only inlet, aside from two very small openings which are a result of the structure’s reaction 
to water seepage from the outside. While reconstruction and new additions are underway, 
changes must be made carefully so as not to alert potential threats to its increasing vulnerability.

Lydia Rosenberg (b. 1987, Pittsburgh, PA) is a visual artist living and working in Pittsburgh. She 
has recently shown internationally in Brussels as well as nationally at: Ice Box, Fjord Gallery, and 
Charles Addams Fine Art Gallery in Philadelphia, PA; EXO Project space in Chicago, IL; CoCA in 
Seattle, WA; and Carhole in Portland, OR. Rosenberg co-directed H. Klum Fine Art in Portland 
and co-curated “The Center Welcomes You” at the Vermont Studio Center in Johnson, VT, where 
she was a resident artist in 2014. Recent publications by Rosenberg include: “Joachim’s Dreaming 
of Getting the Fuck Out of This Giotto Fresco”; “6 or 9 proposed lock picks” for Eights, Issue no.2; 
and “The Right Tool for the Job” published online for Amur-Initiatives. Her next projects include 
solo exhibitions at Cherry & Lucic, Portland, OR and Phelan Sculpture Park, Pittsburgh, PA, as 
well as a new book being published through Release The Bats Press in Philadelphia, PA.
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